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Carlson Craft

It was Summer of 2019, when a Adjective supervisor named Karen needed to hire Number

agents to work directly with Carlson Craft dealers. Karen knew this would be a Adverb challenge as it is

very important to her that the customer's needs are met. Once she made her decision, she put her agents in the

hands of two Adjective trainers who would gladly take on the challenge to help mold the new agents into

being the Adjective Ends in EST agents they could be.

The Verb Present ends in ING training is scheduled to take Number weeks as it is important the

Adjective agents leave with the knowledge they need to support the customers. Luckily for the

Adjective agents, they will be paired up with mentors once done with training to ensure they are

Verb Present ends in ING .

On the first day of working on their own, the Adjective agents found themselves lost in the

Location area where they discovered the most Adjective print material they've ever seen. The

production supervisor put them straight to work. Meanwhile in the office, the Adjective scheduler,

LeAnn, was becoming increasingly worried as GOS was not doing as well as it should. LeAnn decided to go

looking for the agents and found them assembling Number fans.

Once the Adjective agents were found and brought back to the Location , they were busy taking

their



calls for the day. James, the Adjective Quality Monitor Analyst, let them know that the calls he was

listening to were the Adjective Ends in EST he's ever heard. Good thing Carlson Craft has these

Adjective new agents as they are saving the day for dealer's and their customers.
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